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CYCLING TRIP TO OKHLA BIRD SANCTUARY 
A cycling trip to Okhla Bird Sanctuary was organized for the

Residence Scholars on 28th October by Mr. Mitson. The trip

journey was approximately 20kms. In order to beat the morning

commute, they set off early. To ensure their safety, students were

issued helmets and luminous clothing. Along with the security

crew, Mr. Abhay Mathur, Mr. Gaurav, Mr. Mitson, and Ms. Cynthia

travelled with the group. It was a remarkable and joyful experience

to ride a bicycle in the beautiful weather. 

SOCIAL SERVICE TO VATIKA GOVT SCHOOL 
Ms. Jyotsna Batra coordinated a community care tour to the

Vatika Government School in Noida. The residence scholars

carried notebooks along with them to donate. The visit was

also accompanied by one of the Alumnus of our school -

Simran Jha. The students danced with the government school

students and played passing the pass. A football match: GGS

vs Vatika School was played, and our school won. The scholars

loved the day and wished for more such service visits. 

HINDI DIVAS- ‘ANGULIMAL PLAY’ 
Hindi Divas, celebrated on 14th of September every

year and to celebrate it this year in our school, a play -

‘Angulimal’ was performed by the boarders of

International Curriculum. The play was based on the

Lord Gautam Budh’s peaceful approach. It spread the

message that anything can be achieved through the

language of love and respect. The boarders put up an

exemplary show, performing to the best of their

abilities. 



1st Position  PEACE 

2nd Position  VALOUR 

3rd Position  FAITH

ANNUAL DAY  
The auspicious tone for the day was set with the Ganesh

Vandana - a mesmerising amalgamation of vocals,

orchestra, and dance. After the Principal CBSE Ms.

Madhur Gupta’s welcome address, the students raised

the ambience to new heights with a rendition of Josh

Groban’s ‘Raise Me Up’ along with a tribute to the

National Flag. Distinct reports highlighted the

achievements in the field of co scholastic activities,

sports, and by students in Residence. Prizes were given

away by the Honourable Guests to deserving students

for excellence in myriad academic and non-academic

arenas. A thrilling Gondhal dance performance set the

stage on fire which was further inflamed with a gripping

theatrical enactment based on Leonard Merrick’s short

story, The Judgement of Paris. 

TEACHERS DAY 
The 2022 Teachers Day event was successfully held on

September 5 by the Genesians to show the student’s

appreciation for them. The students had planned speeches,

dances, and music performances to enliven their day a notch

from their regularly strenuous schedule. All the clandestine

sneaking out of class at the end of the day and program was

worthwhile when we saw our professors' smiles. 

The Head of Residences, Mr. Mitson organized a

Rangoli-making competition for Residence Scholars

during prep time to celebrate the festival of Diwali. They

were provided with colours, diyas and a time limit of 1.5

hours to prepare the Rangoli. Students participated

enthusiastically and came up with many creative

designs. Rangoli making is about showcasing artistic

creativity and collaborative effort by using beautiful

colors. They made different Rangolis depicting beautiful

pictures of “Lord Lakshmi, Peacock, etc.“ The variegated

colours and themes presented captured the attention

and appreciation of all the Houses.  

INTER-HOUSE RANGOLI COMPETITION 
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INTER-HOUSE COMMERCE FEST  
Genesis Global School in Noida launched its first-ever COMMERCE

FEST - COM FIESTA on Wednesday, August 31, 2022 with the theme

"Discover new business prospects." 

The festival was held after a protracted period of lockdown and online

learning. It was designed to give the kids a platform on which to

promote their business concepts and grow into some of the most

talented future innovators. 

Overall Winners :

Omansh Agarwal received "the outstanding community champion" award

from ek pahel, with SP. Bhagel as the chief guest for supporting mentally

challenged by providing employment, teaching vocational skills, sponsoring

them and organizing handicraft making workshop. He also helped

smoothen the conditions of UDID (unique disability id) through discussions

with DM of Agra. 

ACHIEVEMENT

GGS SCHOLARSHIP
Grades 11 students Samanyu Saran Seth has been awarded the CBSE

scholarship for displaying unique qualities and a positive mindset, apart from

the recorded brilliance in all other parameters. 

DP1 Student Nistha Rajan received 20% of the annual IB DP scholarship for

maintaining her academic strength in IB with same rigor and confidence, apart from

her creative and service pursuits. 

We warmly welcome Mr. Dichulung Gangmei, a teacher from the IB Music
Faculty who has joined the GGS Boarding as a house parent for Senior Boys. 
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